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Smartwatch Sport XO M50 (black)
The XO M50 smartwatch is the perfect combination of minimalism and functionality that makes everyday life easier and takes care of
your health. The smartwatch allows you to receive incoming calls and check notifications, so you'll always be in the know - just lift your
wrist.  What's more,  the device offers sports modes and monitors your health.  Now you can enjoy all  these functions in one device.  In
addition, the XO M50 is lightweight and IP56 water resistant, which translates into comfort. 
 
A range of useful functions
From the smartwatch, you can answer calls without taking your smartphone out of your pocket and read SMS messages. Want to cut off
from notifications  for  a  while?  Turn  on  "Do  Not  Disturb"  mode and  enjoy  the  peace  and  quiet.  In  addition,  the  remote  shutter  button
allows  you  to  take  photos  directly  with  the  smartwatch,  and  the  music  player  allows  you  to  skip,  pause  songs,  etc.  In  addition,  with
available apps such as Facebook, Skype and Twitter, you can stay up to date with social news.
 
Taking care of your health and fitness
Take care of your health with the XO M50. The smartwatch monitors your heart rate, blood pressure and saturation to keep you up to
date on your health - now you can quickly respond to worrisome symptoms. In addition, the available sports modes will help you increase
the efficiency of your workouts and ensure your dream results. 
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Clear access to notifications and settings
The  1.83-inch  screen  with  a  resolution  of  240  ×  284  provides  a  clear  and  easy-to-read  display.  This  means  you  can  easily  check
notifications, monitor data, and use various smartwatch functions.
 
Efficient operation
The advanced Zhongke Lanxun AD8918C chip makes the smartwatch run smoothly and without lag. So you can enjoy all the functions
without  worrying about  interference.  The 200 mAh battery  guarantees about  4  days of  operation with  daily  use and up to  20 days in
standby mode. In addition, the magnetic cable makes charging easy - after about 2 h it will be ready for further use. 
 
Compatible with your smartphone
The XO M50 smartwatch is compatible with both Android version 5.0 (or later) and iOS version 9.0 (or later). This means you can pair it
with your smartphone without any problems and get the most out of it.
 
	
	
	Manufacturer
	XO
	Model
	M50
	Color
	black
	Dimensions
	watch: 45 × 38.5 × 13 mm; strap: length: 276.6 mm, width: 21.5 mm
	Weight
	52 g
	Chip
	Zhongke Lanxun AD8918C
	Application
	HryFine
	Compatibility
	Android 5.0 or later, IOS 9.0 or later
	Memory
	32 MB
	Screen diagonal
	1,83"
	Resolution
	240 × 284
	Charging method
	Magnetic cable
	Supported languages
	English, Chinese, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Greek, Italian, Polish, Russian, Indonesian, Thai, Arabic, Vietnamese, Malaysian, Ukrainian,
Hungarian, Turkish, Dutch
	Waterproof class
	IP56
	Battery capacity
	200 mAh
	Charging time
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	2 h
	Operating time
	4 days (daily use), 20 days (standby mode)
	Material
	Zinc alloy + PC

Preço:

€ 20.00

Atividades e lazer, Smartwatches
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